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Abstract
Collocations constitute a subclass of
multi-word expressions that are particu-
larly problematic for machine translation,
due 1) to their omnipresence in texts,
and 2) to their morpho-syntactic proper-
ties, allowing virtually unlimited variation
and leading to long-distance dependen-
cies. Since existing MT systems incorpo-
rate mostly local information, these are ar-
guably ill-suited for handling those collo-
cations whose items are not found in close
proximity. In this article, we describe an
integrated environment in which colloca-
tions (and possibly their translation equiv-
alents) are ﬁrst identiﬁed from text cor-
pora and stored in the lexical database of a
translation system, then they are employed
by this system, which is capable of deal-
ing with syntactic transformations as it is
based on a deep linguistic approach. We
compare the performance of our system (in
terms of collocation translation adequacy)
with that of two major MT systems, one
statistical, and the other rule-based. Our
results conﬁrm that syntactic variation af-
fects translation quality and show that a
deep syntactic approach is more robust in
this sense, especially for languages with
freer word order (e.g., German) and richer
morphology (e.g., Italian) than English.
1 Introduction
Collocations, typical word combinations in a given
syntactic relation (e.g., warm greeting, distinct
preference, [to] wreak havoc, [to] believe ﬁrmly,
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[to] break a record) constitute a well-known prob-
lem for machine translation. Their identiﬁcation
in the source text and their proper processing by
MT systems is the key factor in producing a more
acceptable output (Orliac and Dillinger, 2003).
Over thepast twodecades, intensiveefforts have
been made to devise accurate techniques for collo-
cation extraction from corpora; see, for instance,
Church and Hanks (1990), Smadja (1993), Lin
(1998), Evert (2004), among many others. Yet,
the existing MT systems generally do not integrate
collocational resources, or they are not designed
to handle collocations in a speciﬁc and appropriate
manner, asrequiredbytheirhighmorpho-syntactic
potential.
Therefore, such systems often achieve an un-
satisfactory literal translation, especially when the
collocation items are not found in the canonical or-
der or in close proximity.1 For instance, Exam-
ple (1b) show the French translation returned by a
major MT system, freely available online, for the
English sentence in (1a), where the order of the
verb and object of the collocation break - record is
changed due to passivisation, and there are several
words occurring between the two.
(1)a. Records are made to be broken.
b.
∗Les dossiers sont faites pour ˆ etre rompu.
[The ﬁles are made for be broken.]
Since the system tested fails to identify that
records and broken are part of a collocation, it is
unable to propose a correct translation (in this case
the French collocation battre - record), as it would
normally do for a less problematic sentence, like I
want to break a record (Je veux battre un record).
Another cause of failure appears to be the oc-
currence of collocations in atypical contexts: for
1According to Goldman et al. (2001, 62), as many as 30 words
may intervene between the collocation items in a sentence.
128instance, give support is correctly translated when
found in a context like in Example (2a) (give full
support), but not when it occurs in a less typical
context like (2b) (give massive support).
(2)a. the people who rely on us to give full support when it
is needed [...] → les gens qui comptent sur nous pour
apporter leur plein appui quand il est n´ ecessaire
b. and it is certainly right to give massive support to these
areas [...] → et il est certainement droit de
∗donner un
soutien massif ` a ces domaines
Such examples indicate a high sensitivity of MT
systems to the syntactic environment of the source
collocations, which is clearly an issue given their
marked syntactic ﬂexibility. This further suggests
that the collocation translation quality may se-
riously be affected for those source languages in
which the word order is particularly free.
This paper describes the way collocations are
treated in a large in-house machine translation sys-
tem. The ﬁrst condition for achieving an adequate
translation for collocations is their accurate identi-
ﬁcation in the source sentence; in our system, this
step is ensured by the detailed syntactic analysis
provided by a deep syntactic parser.
Section 2 brieﬂy states what exactly we mean by
collocation, and indicates the challenges they pose
toMT.Section3introducesourMTsystem, ITS-2,
and provides details on its lexical database, as well
as on the method used for extracting collocations
(and their equivalents) from corpora. Section 4 de-
scribes the transfer method used by our system for
translating collocations, then Section 5 presents an
evaluation of the potential of our system to prop-
erly translate collocations.
2 Collocations
An agreed-upon deﬁnition of collocations does not
exist yet; however, they are generally understood
as a subtype of multi-word expressions that consti-
tute arbitrary, conventional associations of words
within a particular syntactic conﬁguration.2
Unlike idioms, which exhibit either an opaque
meaning—e.g., to kick the bucket, to pull one’s
leg—or very limited syntactic freedom, colloca-
tions have a fairly transparent meaning and are not
subject to particular syntactic restrictions. Thus,
a collocation of the type verb-object, such as to
break - record, can be found in passive construc-
tions, relatives or wh-interrogative clauses. Both
2See Heid (1994), Fontenelle (2001), Mel’ˇ cuk (2003), Gross-
mann and Tutin (2003) or Seretan (2008) for more detailed
descriptions of the concept.
of its components can undergo adverbial and ad-
jectival modiﬁcation, just like any verb and noun,
as illustrated in Example (3):
(3)a. John broke the world record.
b. The world record has been broken.
c. The record that John broke was established in 2003.
d. In 1935, Jesse Owens set a long jump world record that
was not broken until 1960 by Ralph Boston.
What makes collocations important for transla-
tion (and, in particular, for MT) is the fact that a
large number of them do not translate well literal-
ly. It is therefore crucial to properly identify them
and to dispose of the necessary bilingual resources
to provide an adequate translation. The high fre-
quency of collocations—several authors report a
frequency of at least one collocation per sentence
on average (Sinclair, 1991; Howarth and Nesi,
1996)—makes them a central issue in translation
and motivates our particular interest in that matter.
In the remainder of the discussion we will re-
strict our attention to collocations of the verb-ob-
ject type. This is one of the most common types of
collocations, along with the adjective-noun type.
At the same time, it is arguably the type that is the
hardest to identify, due to the high frequency of
extraposition of the object (as will be discussed in
Section 4).
The non-identiﬁcation of collocations dramati-
cally affects the quality of the output. Colloca-
tions, which are in their vast majority semanti-
callyunambiguous(Yarowsky, 1993), aretypically
made of very common words, which in isolation
may be polysemous (e.g., break in break - record).
If the recognition of a collocation fails, the sense
disambiguation information it carries is no longer
available. This means that (even though a literal
translation of collocations could in principle often
result in an understandable if not fully adequate
translation) the risk of choosing a wrong target
word is rather high, making the literal translation
option rather risky.
3 Our translation system
3.1 Overview
ITS-2 is a large-scale translation system developed
in our laboratory, LATL, in the last couple of years
(Wehrli, 1998; Wehrli et al., 2009). The language
pairs currently supported are: English, German,
Italian and Spanish to French, French-German,
and French-English.
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representation, largely inspired from recent work
in generative grammar (Chomsky, 1995; Bresnan,
2001; Culicover and Jackendoff, 2005). This level
of representation is both rich enough to express
the structural diversity of all the languages taken
into account, and abstract enough to capture the
generalizations hidden behind obvious surface di-
versity.
At the software level, an object-oriented design
has been used, similar to the design adopted for the
Fips multilingual parser on which it relies (Wehrli,
2007). To a large extent, ITS-2 can be viewed as
an extension of the parser. It relies heavily on the
detailed linguistic analysis provided by the parser
for the supported languages, and exploits the lexi-
cal information of its monolingual lexicons. Both
systems aim to set up a generic module which
can be further reﬁned to suit the speciﬁc needs of,
respectively, a particular language or a particular
language-pair.
The translation algorithm follows the tradi-
tional pattern of a transfer system. First, the in-
put sentence is parsed by the parser, producing
an information-rich phrase-structure representa-
tion with associated predicate-argument represen-
tations. The parser also identiﬁes multi-word ex-
pressions such as idioms and collocations; this
point is further detailed in Section 4.
Then, the transfer module maps the source-lan-
guage abstract representation into the target-lan-
guage representation. Given the abstract nature
of this level of representation, the mapping ope-
ration is relatively simple and can be sketched as
follows: recursively traverse the source-language
phrase structure in the order: head, right sub-
constituents, left subconstituents. Lexical trans-
fer (the mapping of a source-language lexical item
with an equivalent target-language item) occurs at
the head-transfer level (provided the head is not
empty); it yields a target-language equivalent term,
often (but by no means always) of the same catego-
ry. Following the projection principle used in the
parser, thetarget-languagestructureisprojectedon
the basis of the lexical item which is its head.
However, the projections (i.e., constituents)
which have been analyzed as arguments of a
predicate undergo a slightly different transfer pro-
cess, since their precise target-language proper-
ties may be in part determined by the subcate-
gorization features of the target-language predi-
cate. To take a simple example, the direct ob-
ject of the French verb regarder in (4a) will be
transferred to English as a prepositional phrase
headed by the preposition at, as illustrated in (5a).
This information comes from the lexical database.
More speciﬁcally, the French-English bilingual
lexicon speciﬁes a correspondence between the
French lexeme [
VP regarder NP ] and the English
lexeme [
VP look [
PP at NP ] ]. For both sentences,
we also illustrate the syntactic structures as built
by the parser and/or the generator of ITS-2:
(4)a. Paul regardait la voiture.
b. [
TP
[
DP
Paul ] regardaiti [
VP
ei [
DP
la [
NP
voiture
] ] ] ]
(5)a. Paul was looking at the car.
b. [
TP
[
DP
Paul ] was [
VP
looking [
PP
at [
DP
the
[
NP
car ] ] ] ] ]
3.2 The lexical database
The lexical database of ITS-2 is composed of seve-
ral monolingual and bilingual lexicons. For each
language supported by the underlying parser, the
monolingual lexicons contain:
i) a table of lexemes, containing the base form
and syntactic (as well as some semantic) in-
formation for words;
ii) a table of words, containing all the inﬂected
forms for the entries in the table of lexemes;
iii) a table of collocations, which contains, in
fact, multi-word expressions (including com-
pound words and idioms as well).
For compound words, the storage structure used
is the same as for simple words. Compounds are
categorized, according to a lexical category, with
their relevant syntactic features, and are recorded
with all their inﬂected forms.
For collocational and idiomatic expressions, a
uniform structure is used, which essentially con-
tains the reference to the component words. Un-
like compound words, collocations and idioms are
assigned a syntactic category. The information
stored in the lexicon of collocations includes:
130- the type of syntactic relation that holds
between the two components (lexical items3)
of a collocation (e.g., noun-adjective,
noun-noun, noun-preposition-noun, sub-
ject-verb, verb-object);
- the reference to the two lexical items compo-
sing the collocation;
- the preposition, when applicable;
- the frozenness features (plural collocation,
determinerless complement, bare noun com-
plement, etc.).
For instance, for the verb-object collocation to
take ofﬁce the lexicon entry contains the following
information:
type: verb-object
lexeme No. 1: lex111038161 (take,
transitive verb)
lexeme No. 2: lex111026216 (office,
common noun)
preposition: ∅
frozenness features:
bareNounComplement
As for the bilingual lexicons used by ITS-2, they
contain source-target correspondences and infor-
mation useful for the lexical transfer. For storage,
a relational database management system was cho-
sen. For each language pair, the bilingual lexicon
is implemented as a relational table containing the
associations between lexical items of the source
language (SL) to lexical items of the target lan-
guage (TL). The bilingual lexicon is bi-directional,
i.e., it also associates lexical items of TL to lexical
items of SL.
In addition to these links, the table contains
transfer information such as translation context,
preferences between one to many translations, se-
mantic descriptors, and argument matching for
predicates (mostly for verbs). The table structures
are identical for all pairs of languages.
3.3 Collocation extraction
The number of collocations included in the mono-
lingual and bilingual lexicons of our translation
system varies from language to language, and it is
currently on the order of several thousand entries.
3We call lexical item a lexeme or a collocation (more pre-
cisely, an entry in the table of lexemes or collocations).
Note that through recursive embedding, a collocation may be
formed of collocational subparts, as stipulated by theoretical
studies, e.g., (Heid, 1994). For instance, give full support is
made of two collocations, give - support and full - support.
The French monolingual lexicon is the largest,
with almost 13000 entries. We estimate that a
number of 15000-20000 entries for each language
would ensure an acceptable coverage. To achieve
this coverage, we built a tool for collocation ex-
traction from text corpora (Seretan, 2008), which
we currently employ for discovering collocation
candidates for inclusion in the lexicon.4
The tool provides advanced functionalities for
visualizing the extracted results in their original
context in the source corpora, and for managing a
list of validated candidates to be added to the lexi-
con. The tool also integrates a sentence alignment
module; therefore, whenever parallel corpora are
available, the lexicographer can also visualize the
target sentence and identify a translation equiva-
lent for storing it in the bilingual lexicons.
The extraction of collocations from text cor-
pora is done by using a hybrid extraction method,
which combines syntactic information provided
by our parser with existing statistical methods for
detecting typical lexical associations in corpora.
Thus, collocation candidates are ﬁrst identiﬁed
from each sentence based on the parse structures
returned by the parser, as lexeme combinations
in a given syntactic conﬁguration (for instance,
verb-object). Then, these candidates are ranked
according to their probability to constitute colloca-
tions, as computed with the log-likelihood ratio as-
sociation measure (Dunning, 1993). The tool also
implements a wide range of other measures that
the user can choose for ranking collocation candi-
dates.
The method implemented is similar, in princi-
ple, to other hybrid methods that were lately ap-
plied for collocation extraction (Lin, 1998; Krenn
and Evert, 2001; Orliac and Dillinger, 2003; Kil-
garriff et al., 2004; Charest et al., 2007). By se-
lecting candidate collocations as pair of lexemes
in a given syntactic relation (such as head-modiﬁer
or predicate-argument), these methods are much
more appropriate for handling ﬂexible colloca-
tions than the standard syntactically-uninformed
methods, which rely on the linear proximity of
words.
Unlike the methods cited above, in our sys-
tem the syntactic relations identiﬁed are “deeper”
since the underlying parsing mechanism is more
4We believe that the insertion of new collocations in the lexi-
con cannot be done in a fully automatic way, as it is ultimately
a lexicographer who must decide whether a group of words
constitutes a collocation or not.
131advanced, whereas the former make use of chun-
king, dependency parsing, or shallow parsing only.
Thanks to the syntactic analysis performed by the
parser, our extractor is also able to detect instances
of a collocation even when they undergo com-
plex grammatical operations, which are typical of
constructions involving verbs. Also, with respect
to the other extractors mentioned, our extractor
has a broader grammatical coverage and supports
a larger number of languages.
When parallel corpora are available in two lan-
guages which are both supported by the parser,
a translation equivalent can automatically be de-
tected for the extracted collocations with a method
described elsewhere (Seretan, 2008). Experiments
run on multiple corpora of several million words
havepermittedasubstantialincreaseofcollocation
coverage in our lexical database.
4 Collocation translation with ITS-2
The translation of collocations in the ITS-2 sys-
tem takes place in three phases: identiﬁcation of
a source language collocation, lexical transfer, and
generation of a target language collocation.
Identiﬁcation The proper identiﬁcation of a
collocation is arguably the most difﬁcult task in
our treatment of collocations. As we have shown,
collocations of the verb-object type can occur in
sentences in which the two lexemes constituting
the collocation can be several words apart and not
even in the expected order, due to syntactic pro-
cesses such as passivization or wh-fronting. In ex-
treme cases, the distance between the two lexemes
can exceed several dozens of words (Goldman et
al., 2001).
In order to adequately handle such sentences, a
comprehensive syntactic analysis is necessary, ca-
pable of interpreting extraposed (fronted) elements
and of resolving intra-sentential pronominal refe-
rence, as well as (at least some) extra-sentential
pronominal reference. For instance, in order to
identify the collocation break - record in Exam-
ple (6a), the parser must be able (i) to recognize
the presence of a relative clause, (ii) to determine
the role of the relative pronoun with respect to the
verb of the relative clause (direct object), and (iii)
to identify the antecedent of the relative pronoun.
(6)a. The record that John has broken.
b. [
DP
the [
NP
recordi [
CP
thati [
TP
[
DP
John ] has
[
VP
broken [
DP
e]i ] ] ] ] ]
This is what the parser does, returning a syntactic
structure such as (6b), in which the index i shows
the three-constituent chain connecting record with
the direct object position of the verb broken.
One important function of a ”deep” syntactic
parser is to establish a syntactic normalization of
the sentence, that is a canonical way of represen-
ting the fundamental structure of a sentence, ab-
stracting away from the various surface structure
differences due to grammatical (or stylistic) pro-
cesses. Coindexed empty categories in argument
positions or functional structures are examples of
normalized structures commonly used in genera-
tive grammar.
With respect to the task of collocation identiﬁ-
cation, normalization is very helpful in the sense
that it provides an abstract uniﬁed and standar-
dized representation on which the presence (or the
absence) of a collocation can be computed. To il-
lustrate this point, consider the following example:
(7)a. The deadline that we had set could not be met.
b. [
TP
[
DP
the [
NP
deadlinei,j [
CP
[
DP
e]i that [
TP
[
DP
we ] had [
VP
set [
DP
e]i ] ] ] ] could [
VP
not
be [
VP
met [
DP
e]j ] ] ] ]
As shown in structure (7b), the main subject dead-
line is the head of a double chain represented by
theindicesiandj, respectively. Theﬁrstchain, i,
expresses the relationship between the head of the
relative clause and the direct object position of the
embedded verb (as in the previous example), while
the second chain, j, represents the fronting of the
direct object of the main verb to the subject posi-
tion, due to the process of passivization. Thanks to
the normalization computed by the parser, the task
of checking the presence of a verb-object colloca-
tion is therefore greatly simpliﬁed.
Transfer and generation Once a collocation
has been identiﬁed in a source language sentence,
allitsmembersaremarkedascollocationmembers
in order to prevent their automatic literal transla-
tion. Thus, the lexical transfer module will check
in the bilingual lexicon whether an entry exists for
that collocation. If not, the literal translation will
apply. If yes, two different situations can arise:
1. The target language equivalent is a simple
lexeme: in this case, the syntactic head of the
collocation (in the case of a verb-object collo-
cation, the verb) will be translated by means
of that lexeme.
1322. The target language equivalent is itself a
collocation. This is what would happen in
the case of the pairs meet - deadline and set
- deadline in Example (7). For instance, for
the ﬁrst, our English-French bilingual lexi-
con speciﬁes a correspondence between meet
- deadline and respecter - ´ ech´ eance. Based
on this information, meet will be translated as
respecter, and the transfer module will take
note that the lexical head of the argument cor-
responding to the direct object of the source
language verb (in that case, also a direct ob-
ject) will be the French lexeme ´ ech´ eance.
The transfer yields a target language abstract
representation, to which grammatical transforma-
tions (e.g., passivization and other potential extra-
position transformations) and morphological gene-
ration will apply to create the target sentence. Un-
less restrictions have been speciﬁed in the lexical
database, collocations will undergo the exact same
grammatical and morphological processes as other
lexical items.
5 Evaluation
5.1 The experimental setting
A ﬁrst evaluation experiment has been conducted
to quantify the potential of the ITS-2 system to re-
cognize collocations in the source text and to tran-
slate them correctly, and also to compare it against
two state-of-the-art translation systems available
online: Google, a statistical-based MT system,5
and Systran, a rule-based MT system.6
The experiment consisted of manually evalua-
ting the adequacy of the translations proposed by
the three systems on a small test set of verb-object
collocations. The manual evaluation was preferred
over established MT evaluation metrics (such as
BLEU) since we were interested here in a more
focussed evaluation (i.e., the speciﬁc subtask of
collocation translation evaluation), rather than in
a global evaluation of sentence translation quality.
Moreover, such metrics based on word-to-word
matches are not really appropriate for collocation-
oriented evaluation, as they underestimate the im-
pact that the substitution of a single word (the
collocate) has on the overall sentence quality.
Two source languages were considered, En-
glish and Italian, in order to allow cross-lingual
5http://www.google.com/language tools, accessed June 2008.
6http://www.systran.co.uk/, accessed June 2008.
comparison. The target language considered was
French. The test set contains 200 collocation in-
stances, half in English, half in Italian, that were
attested in the English, and, respectively, Italian
version of the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005).
The test set was built as follows. First, a num-
ber of 10 collocations of type verb-object has been
selected in each source language, from among the
results of our previous collocation extraction ex-
periments. Their choice was motivated by the non-
literal translation into French, the (supposed) high
morpho-syntactic modiﬁcation potential, and the
sufﬁcient occurrence in the corpus. The selected
types are displayed in Table 1 (ﬁrst column); the
second column shows an adequate translation into
French.
Collocation (English, Italian) Translation (French)
bridge gap combler lacune
draw distinction ´ etablir distinction
foot bill payer facture
give support apporter soutien
hold presidency assurer pr´ esidence
meet condition remplir condition
pose threat constituer menace
reach compromise trouver compromis
shoulder responsibility assumer responsabilit´ e
strike balance trouver ´ equilibre
assumere atteggiamento adopter attitude
attuare politica mener politique
avanzare proposta pr´ esenter proposition
avviare dialogo entamer dialogue
compiere sforzo consentir effort
dare contributo apporter contribution
dedicare attenzione accorder attention
operare scelta faire choix
porgere benvenuto souhaiter bienvenue
raggiungere intesa conclure accord
Table 1: Collocation types in the test set.
Second, for each collocation type a number of
10 instances was identiﬁed in the Europarl cor-
pus,7 and the corresponding sentences were added
to the test set. The method for choosing the in-
stances was the following: the corpus documents
were sorted in the reverse order of the document
frequency of the noun (i.e., the object in each
verb-object pair), then the ﬁrst collocation occur-
rence was selected from each document.
The resulting test set was submitted to the 3
systems compared. Each of the 600 total sen-
tences obtained was evaluated by two French na-
tive speakers, who performed a binary classiﬁca-
7More precisely, only a subpart of the corpus was considered,
namely the 2001 proceedings totalling 62 ﬁles and about 4
million words per language.
133tion of the translation proposed for the source col-
location:
1. correct - the translation corresponds to an
adequate expression of the desired meaning
in the target language;
2. incorrect - the opposite holds, i.e., either the
meaning is not preserved, or it is preserved
but the translation proposed is felt as unnatu-
ral/weird.
Table 2 shows the inter-rater agreement statis-
tics for each subset <language pair, system>.
The kappa statistic indicate a substantial inter-
annotator agreement (0.69 on average). Despite
this positive result, our analysis of disagreement
cases indicated that the task of judging upon the
acceptability of a collocation translation is not a
trivial one, and that the context plays a very im-
portant role in the judgement.
Language Pair Google Systran ITS-2
Obs English-French 87 86 88
Italian-French 72 92 94
k English-French 0.60 0.72 0.72
Italian-French 0.42 0.82 0.85
Table 2: Inter-rater agreement: Obs – observed
agreement, k – kappa statistic (Cohen, 1960).
5.2 Results and discussion
The precision of each system was computed as
the ratio of correct translations to the number
of consistently-annotated instances; the pairs on
which the judges disagreed were discarded (their
number is quite low, as can be seen from Table 2).
The precision achieved by each system for each
language pair is displayed in the ﬁrst two rows
of Table 3. On the English data, our system is
outperformed by Google (which is unsurprising,
given that the Europarl corpus is extensively used
by statistical MT systems for training),8 but per-
forms better than Systran (which is penalized by
the insufﬁcient coverage of its collocation lexi-
con). However, on the Italian data, our system out-
performs both Google and Systran by a large mar-
gin. Whereas the performance of these systems
dramatically degrades when switching the source
language, that of our system remains stable (it is
actually slightly better for Italian than for English).
8On the other hand, ITS-2 fails to identify some colloca-
tion instances and therefore to propose an appropriate transla-
tion. A preliminary error analysis has shown that this happens
when the source sentences are particularly complex and the
parser cannot build its complete syntactic analysis.
The next rows of Table 3 display the precision
obtained when the test set is split in 3 disjoint sub-
sets, according to the distance between the items
of a collocation instance: low (distance=1,2);
medium (distance=3,4) and high (distance>4).
Language Pair Google Systran ITS-2
all English-French 83.9 52.3 71.6
Italian-French 66.7 30.4 74.5
low English-French 83.3 48.2 77.0
med English-French 91.3 66.7 60.0
high English-French 50.0 33.3 57.1
low Italian-French 74.5 32.2 81.0
med Italian-French 57.9 25.0 55.6
high Italian-French 33.3 33.3 69.2
Table 3: Evaluation results: precision.
The values obtained show that the precision of
all systems varies highly with distance, as well as
from one source language to another. The colloca-
tion instances from the medium-distance subsets
(i.e., those that allow 2 or 3 intervening words,
like meet - condition in meet the same conditions,
conditions need to be met) are those that are bet-
ter handled by Google and Systran systems in En-
glish. In Italian, the systems appear to deal better
with the low-distance subset (e.g., sforzi compiuti,
compiuto notevoli sforzi). However, the three sys-
tems perform worse on the high-distance subsets.
The decrease in precision is, nonetheless, lower
for ITS-2: the maximal difference on subsets is
19.9%, whereas for Google is as high as 41.3%,
and for Systran it is 33.4%.
This result indicates that the translation of collo-
cations is indeed sensitive to the number of words
intervening between the components items, and
that beyond 3 words the precision deteriorates
drastically. Our test set was, however, not balanced
with respect to distance; rather, the distribution
reﬂects the situation of a random sampling (due
to the manner in which we built the test set). In
the current conﬁguration, only 9% of instances be-
long to the high-distance subset (while 25.5% be-
long to the medium-distance set, and 65.5% to the
low-distance set). More investigation is needed on
larger, balanced data in order to fully conﬁrm the
hypothesis that our deep syntactic approach is less
affected by distance.9
9The choice of the test corpus, Europarl, might also have an
inﬂuence on the reported results, as long as the Google system
used the very same corpus for training. Future evaluation on a
different corpus should provide more realistic results for this
system; nonetheless, the results of the current evaluation will
at least serve as upperbound reference for future experiments.
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In this paper we showed how collocations are
treated in ITS-2, a rule-based translation system.
We argued that the quality of their translation de-
pends in the ﬁrst place of their successful identiﬁ-
cation in the input text, and this beneﬁts, in turn,
from the ﬁne-grained syntactic analysis provided
by a deep parser. At least as far as verb-object
collocations are concerned, their identiﬁcation is
a true challenge for MT systems, since they can
undergo a wide range of syntactic transformations.
A case-study comparative evaluation was per-
formed on English-French and Italian-French data
against two major MT systems available online.
The results showed that i) all three systems per-
form worse when 3 or more words occur between
the collocation items; ii) ITS-2 reaches the hi-
ghest precision for the verb-object collocations for
which the distance between the verb and the object
is high (see Table 3, rows 5 and 8); iii) moreover,
ITS-2 achieves the best precision for Italian, while
the precision of the other systems decreases dra-
matically when switching from English to Italian
(Table 3, rows 1 and 2). The average precision of
ITS-2onbothlanguagesis73.0%, i.e., slightlyless
than one competing system (75.3%), but higher
than the other (41.4%).
Our present evaluation was speciﬁcally focused
on the quality of translations obtained for verb-
object collocations. In future work, this evaluation
should be extended to a larger dataset, to other lan-
guage pairs, other corpora, and other collocation
types, in order to gain better insights on how sen-
sitive MT systems are to the syntactic ﬂexibility
of collocation. Another possible avenue for future
research is the combination of syntactic and sta-
tistical techniques, expected to yield better results
than either of the two approaches alone.
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